Pneumonia: cause or symptom of postinjury multiple organ failure?
Recent studies have shown that selective gut decontamination can reduce the incidence of pneumonia, but this does not decrease multiple organ failure (MOF) or mortality. These findings have prompted the hypothesis that pneumonia is an inconsequential symptom of MOF. To test this, we prospectively evaluated 123 high-risk trauma patients (mean Injury Severity Score = 36.2 +/- 1.5). Organ dysfunction, scored daily according to a 12-point scale, ultimately developed in 28 (23%) patients. Major infections were diagnosed, based on strict criteria, in 59 patients (48%), and pneumonia developed in 52 patients (43%). Pneumonia was significantly associated with MOF (82% of patients with MOF versus 30% of patients without MOF, p < 0.0001). In 14 (50%) of the patients with MOF, pneumonia preceded a significant rise (greater than or equal to 3) in serial MOF scoring. Of note, 10 (71%) of these patients died. Among the remaining 14 patients with MOF, 10 developed pneumonia, but this was associated with a minimal increase (less than or equal to 2) in MOF scoring (3 patients died). These data, by temporal association with MOF scoring, implicate pneumonia in precipitating or significantly worsening organ failure in 50% of the patients who developed MOF.